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Abstract
In this paper an investigation on the structure of the canonical trellis section of shift in-
variant, l-controllable and m-observable group codes is carried out. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for a set of group homomorphisms in order that they represent the trellis section of
this class of codes are established. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The observation that the best coded modulation schemes employ geometrically
uniform constellations [1] has strongly stimulated the study of codes over groups,
which are the natural counterpart of codes over fields in the classic theory of error
correcting codes.
The investigations on group codes split in two branches: the research concerning
their algebraic structure and the structure of the corresponding encoders [2–5], and
the study of signal space constellations matched to the output groups of the abstract
codes [6,7].
Regarding the first branch, a complete theory, comparable to that available for
the case of codes over fields, has not been developed yet. However, the research has
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taken a great advantage from the algebraic approach to system theory due to Willems
[8–10]. Indeed the observation that a group code can be regarded as a system in the
Willems sense, i.e. as a set of behaviors, has led to some amount of convergence
between these two research fields. Some outstanding results are the definition of the
canonical state group, the characterization of complete codes by means of canonical
trellises [4] and the introduction of the concepts of controllability, observability and
minimality [11].
When the code is shift-invariant and complete, it can be uniquely defined by a
single canonical trellis section. Therefore the investigation on the structure of the
code is reduced to the study of the structure of its canonical trellis section.
In the literature the necessary and sufficient conditions for a group to be the state
group of an l-controllable and 1-observable code have been presented [5]. Similar
conditions for codes which are not 1-observable are not yet known.
In this work we study the structure of the canonical trellis section of a shift in-
variant, l-controllable and m-observable group code whose alphabet satisfies the as-
cending and descending chain conditions, arriving at a characterization in terms of
a set of group homomorphisms satisfying some conditions. Specifically, the main
result of the paper is contained in two theorems, where the necessary and sufficient
conditions in order that four homomorphisms define the trellis section of the code
are established.
To this end, Section 2 is devoted to a suitable reformulation of some results al-
ready known in literature. In Section 3 some intermediate results are proved, which
are used in the proof of the two structure theorems (Theorems 13 and 16).
2. Basic definitions and properties of group codes
In this section we recall some notions, already introduced in the literature [3–
5,11], concerning convolutional codes over groups, in order to establish some con-
ventions and notations which will be used in the paper.
Given a group G, a code over Z with alphabet G is a subgroup C of the group
GZ of the sequences of elements of G. The shift operators D and D−1 are defined as
follows:
D.g/ D D.hgiii2Z/ :D hgi−1ii2Z; (1)
D−1.g/ D D−1.hgiii2Z/ :D hgiC1ii2Z:
A code C is shift-invariant if D.g/ and D−1.g/ belong to C whenever g belongs
to C.
In what follows our discussion will be limited to shift-invariant codes.
A trellis section H over the output group G is a triplet of groups G;S; T , where
S is called the state group and T , called branch group, is a subgroup of the direct
product S G S.
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A shift invariant trellis  is a sequence of identical trellis sections. In what follows
we will limit ourselves to shift invariant trellises.
A path in the trellis  is a sequence htiii2Z such that ti D .si ; gi ; siC1/ and ti 2 T .
The set of all the paths in  is a group, which will be denoted with P./.
We say that a trellis  fulfills the trimness condition (is state trim) if every state
belongs to at least a path.
Introducing the projection over the output
T
d!G (2)
t D .s; g; Ns/ 7! g
for every subset J  Z we define dJ in a natural way as:
T J
dJ!GJ ;
(3)
8u 2 T J ; dJ .u/i2J D d.ui/:
Let P./jJ  T J denote the group of the restrictions of the paths of P./ to the
subset J ; it is useful to define J as the restriction of dJ to P./jJ . For the sake of
notational simplicity in what follows we will put  :D Z.
We say that  is an exact realization of the code C whenever .P.// D C.
Every shift-invariant group code always admits an exact realization. In fact we
can take as state group of the trellis section the code C itself.
We say that the code C is complete if in order that a sequence v 2 GZ belongs to
C, it is sufficient that every restriction vjJ to an arbitrary finite subset J of Z belongs
to the restriction CjJ of C [5].
For complete codes there is a minimal exact realization, which is defined up to
isomorphisms. This realization is based on the canonical state group of the code,
which, for shift-invariant codes, may be defined as follows [4].
First, the two normal subcodes of C are introduced:
C−
:D fg 2 C j gi D e 8i > 0g; (4)
CC
:D fg 2 C j gi D e 8i < 0g:
The canonical state group is then defined as
R
:D C
C−CC
: (5)
The canonical trellis section XC is the subgroup of RG R whose elements
are all the triplets .gC−CC; g0;D−1.g/C−CC/ obtained when g spans the code
C. It can be shown that the associated canonical trellis C is an exact realization
for a complete code C. Even when C is not complete the canonical trellis C is
a weak realization in the sense that J .P.c/jJ / D CjJ for every finite subset J
of Z.
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For a trellis  which realizes the code C the following minimality condition holds:
Theorem 1. A realization  of the code C which satisfies the trimness condition is
minimal iff .−1;j/ and Tj;1/ are injective for every integer j [11].
A consequence of the previous theorem is that every branch starting from the unit
element e of the state group S ends in e and vice versa. A corollary of the above
theorem is the following:
Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the kernel of T0;1/ has injective
projections over the first and the third factor.
Under the further assumption that the state group satisfies the descending chain
condition, the following simpler minimality criterion can be established:
Theorem 2. If the state group of a trim trellis  satisfies the descending chain con-
dition, and N is an upper bound to the number of nontrivial steps in any descending
chain,  is minimal iff T0;N/ is an injection.
Given a sequence g, the sequence
P.g/ji D
(
gi; i < 0;
e; i > 0;
(6)
is called the past of g. The sequence
F.g/ji D
(
e; i < 0;
gi; i > 0;
(7)
is called the future of g.
If l is a nonnegative integer, we say that a code C is l-controllable if for every
pair of sequences g; g0 2 C there is a sequence g00 2 C such that P.g00/ D P.g/ and
F.D−lg00/ D F.D−lg0/. The code C is said strongly controllable if it is l-controlla-
ble for some integer l > 0.
Furthermore for a positive integer m we say that the code C is m-observable if
for every pair of sequences g; g0 2 C such that gi D g0i for i D 0; 1; : : : ;m− 1, the
sequence P.g/F .g0/ belongs to C.
Given a trellis  , the group P./ can be regarded as a group code whose alpha-
bet is T . We say that  is l-controllable (strongly controllable) if the code P./ is
l-controllable (strongly controllable).
Definition 1. For a positive integer m a trellis  is called m-observable if T0;m/ is
injective. The trellis is called strongly observable if it is m-observable for some m.
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An immediate consequence of the previous definitions and of Theorem 1 is:
Theorem 3. A trellis  whose state group S is trim and satisfies the descending
chain condition is minimal iff it is strongly observable.
The controllability and observability properties of a shift invariant group code
imply the corresponding properties of the trellis of a minimal realization according
to the following theorem:
Theorem 4. If a trellis  is an exact minimal realization of a code C, then C is
l-controllable (m-observable) iff  is l-controllable (m-observable).
Proof. By virtue of the minimality of the realization, there is a bijection between
the code sequences and the paths on the trellis. Therefore if the past of a code se-
quence can be matched to the l-shifted future of another sequence, the same happens
for corresponding paths on the trellis. The m-observability condition for the trellis
means that the observation of an output subsequence of length m is sufficient to
identify the corresponding path on the trellis. The m-observability condition for the
code requires that the observation of m consecutive outputs is sufficient to determine
the corresponding sequence of canonical states. The thesis then follows because of
the bijection existing between the canonical state group and the state group of the
minimal realization. 
On the basis of the previous theorems, we remark that the definition of m-observ-
ability of a code reduces to the usual concept of observability when an exact minimal
realization of the code is available, because the observation of m consecutive outputs
allows the unique determination of the canonical state.
Given the canonical trellis of a code, every output sequence uniquely defines a
sequence of canonical states. The group C.1/ of these sequences, regarded as a sub-
group of RZ, is a code that is called the state code associated to C. Furthermore a
natural homomorphism
 Z V C ! RZ; g 7! ..D−igC−CC//i2Z (8)
is defined. The kernel of  Z is called the parallel transition code.
The procedure which gives rise to C.1/ starting from C can be iterated generating
a sequence of codes C.1/; C.2/; : : :
The following theorem holds [4].
Theorem 5. The state group of an l-controllable code .l > 1/ is (l − 1)-controlla-
ble.
In what follows we adopt the definition of a group convolutional code introduced
in [5]:
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Definition 2. A convolutional code over a group G is a shift invariant, strongly
controllable and strongly observable group code over G.
Every convolutional code admits a canonical weak realization. If the code is com-
plete, this realization is exact and minimal.
In the literature [5] it has been shown that if a group code is shift invariant and
strongly observable, and if its output group is finite, the canonical state group R is
finite.
Here we will prove the more general result:
Theorem 6. If a group code is shift invariant and strongly observable, and if its
output group satisfies either chain condition, the canonical state group satisfies the
same condition.
Proof. Let  be the homomorphism C
!G which maps any code sequence : : : g−1;
g0; g1; g2; : : : on the -tuple .g0; g1; : : : ; g−1/, and O its restriction over the image.
If C is strongly observable, there is a natural number m such that, for every pair
of code sequences c and c0 satisfying the condition m.c/ D m.c0/, the sequence
P.c/F .c0/ is a code sequence.
Let C s0!R be the epimorphism which associates to each code sequence its state
for i D 0. We now show that Ker m  Ker s0.
In fact, if c 2 Ker m, we have m.c/ D e D m.e/ so that P.c/ 2 C−. Therefore
c 2 CCC− so that s0.c/ D e.
Because Ker Om D Ker m  Ker s0, there is a unique epimorphism  from C :D
m.C/ on R such that s0 D  Om.
We further observe that, if G satisfies either chain condition, so does Gm as a
direct product of a finite number of replicas of G; and C satisfies too the same chain
condition because C  Gm. The thesis follows from the fact that R is the image of C
through the epimorphism . 
3. Representation of a shift-invariant group code through commutative
diagrams
The aim of this section is to introduce a characterization of the minimal trellis
section of a convolutional code without parallel transitions (the latter assumption is
not restrictive, because parallel transitions can always be introduced through a group
extension) through a commutative diagram of homomorphisms. The necessary and
sufficient conditions which must be satisfied by these homomorphisms are derived
in what follows.
We first observe that, in the absence of parallel transitions, each branch is uniquely
identified by the initial and terminal states, so that there is an isomorphism T !B 
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R R V .1; g; 2/ 7! .1; 2/; in what follows we will indifferently call branches
the triplets .1; g; 2/ belonging to T or the pairs .1; 2/ belonging to B.
According to the previous definitions we can introduce the null output group
N as the subgroup of B containing all the branches whose corresponding output
is the identity of G. Of course the group G is isomorphic to the quotient group
B=N .
Let us consider the set H1 of all the branches of the type .; e/; it is immediate
to verify that this set is a normal subgroup of B. In a similar way we can introduce
the normal subgroup H2 of B containing all the branches .e;  /. It is now possible
to introduce the quotient group R0 D B=H1H2. We will show that the group just
introduced is, up to isomorphisms, the canonical state group of the state code; this
justifies the notation adopted.
We now introduce an epimorphism R !R0 in the following way. For every  2 R
we choose a branch .; N /, which surely exists because the projections of B over the
factors of R R are full. The element .; N/H1H2 is independent of N . In fact, if
.; Q/ is another branch, the element .; N/.; Q /−1 D .e; N Q−1/ belongs to H1H2,
so that the two branches define the same coset of H1H2 in B. Therefore a mapping
 from R to R0 is defined. It is obvious that  is an epimorphism. In a similar way
we can introduce an epimorphism R !R0 We now prove the theorem.
Theorem 7. A pair .1; 2/ is a branch iff .1/ D .2/.
Proof. If the pair .1; 2/ is a branch, .1/ D .1; 2/H1H2 and .2/ D
.1; 2/H1H2 so that the necessity is proved.
Conversely if .1/ D .2/, representing .1/ as .1; N /H1H2 and .2/ as
. Q; 2/H1H2, the branches .1; N/ and . Q; 2/ belong to the same coset of H1H2,
so that we have
.1; N/ D . Q; 2/.h1; e/.e; h2/ D . Qh1; 2h2/ (9)
Therefore .1; 2h2/ is a branch; the pair .e; h2/ is also a branch, and consequently,
owing to the group property, .1; 2h2/.e; h2/−1 D .1; 2/ belongs to B. 
We now prove that there is a natural isomorphism between C.1/=C.1/C C
.1/
− and
B=H1H2. In fact the following epimorphism can be defined:
C.1/
!B; r 7! .0; 1/: (10)
Furthermore .C.1/C / D H2 and .C.1/− / D H1, so that  passes to the quotients in-
ducing an epimorphism O from C.1/=C.1/C C.1/− to B=H1H2. The latter is actually an
isomorphism because the branches of H1H2 are images of sequences of C.1/C C
.1/
− .
By virtue of this isomorphism in what follows we will identify C.1/=C.1/C C
.1/
− with
B=H1H2 and we will denote them with R
0
.
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The projections of the null output group N in the factors of R R are injective
by virtue of Corollary 1. Therefore, if X is any isomorphic copy of N , two injections
 and  from X to R can be defined such that N can be represented as
N D f..x/; .x// j x 2 Xg: (11)
Because N is a subgroup of B,  D , so that we have the following commutative
diagram:


    ! 
0

x
?
?

x
?
?
X

    ! 
(12)
We conclude that every convolutional group code uniquely defines (up to isomor-
phisms) a commutative diagram like the one introduced above, where  and  are
epimorphisms and  and  are monomorphisms. However, not every commutative
diagram of type (12) corresponds to the canonical trellis section of a convolutional
code. In what follows a set of necessary and sufficient conditions will be found.
Specifically, the following conditions must be taken into account: (1) the null
output group N is a normal subgroup of B, and (2) the code C is strongly controllable
and strongly observable.
A first consequence of the normality of N in B is the fact that .X/ and .X/ are
normal in R. The normality of .X/ in B allows us to define an epimorphism O from
R on a subgroup X of the group Auto X of the automorphisms of X in the following
way:
O./.x/ D −1T−1.x/ U: (13)
We observe that the above definition is well-posed because .X/ is normal in R, so
that −1.x/ belongs to .X/, and  is injective.
In a similar way an epimorphism O from R on a subgroup X of Auto X can be
defined:
O./.x/ D −1T−1.x/ U: (14)
It is useful to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. If .1; 2/; . N1; N2/ are two branches such that .1/ D . N1/, then:
O.1/ D O.2/ D O. N1/ D O. N2/: (15)
Proof. Let x 2 X, then ..x/; .x// is a branch. If .1; 2/ is a branch, remember-
ing that NEB, there is Nx 2 X such that
.1; 2/
−1..x/; .x//.1; 2/ D .. Nx/; . Nx//: (16)
Therefore we can write
−1.−11 .x/1/ D Nx D −1.−12 .x/2/: (17)
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By virtue of the arbitrariness of x, we have O.1/ D O.2/. Because .1; 2/; . N1; N2/
are branches, .1/ D . N2/, so that also .1; N2/ is a branch. Therefore
.1; 2/.1; N2/−1 D .e; 2 N−12 / is a branch too, so that:
e D O.e/ D O.2 N−12 / D O.2/ O. N2/−1: (18)
We finally can write the chain of equality:
O.1/ D O.2/ D O. N1/ D O. N2/:  (19)
Lemma 1 allows us to prove the following theorem
Theorem 8. X D X :D X and there is a unique epimorphism R0 p!X such that the
following diagram is commutative:


//
^


@
@
@
@
@
@
@

0
p
~~
~
~
~
~
~
~


X

//

OO


OO
^
``@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
Proof. Let ! be an element of X. Therefore there is an element 1 2 R such that
! D O.1/. There is a branch whose first element is 1; let 2 be its second element.
By virtue of Lemma 1, we have ! D O.1/ D O.2/ so that X  X. In a similar
way we can prove that X  X.
Let  0 be an element of R0. If .1; 2/ is a branch such that .1/ D .2/ D  0,
by Lemma 1 we obtain an automorphism ! D O.1/ D O.2/ which does not change
if we replace .1; 2/ with another branch . N1; N2/ such that . N1/ D . N2/ D  0.
In this way a mapping R0 p!X is defined. It is obvious that this mapping is an epi-
morphism. Furthermore, if  2 R and  0 D ./, remembering the definition of p,
we have p. 0/ D O./ so that O D p. Similarly we have O D p so that the com-
mutativity of the diagram is proved.
In order to prove the uniqueness, let p0 be an epimorphism which renders commu-
tative the diagram; if  0 2 R0, there is  2 R such that  0 D ./. The commutativity
implies that p0./ D O./ so that p0 D p. 
In order to express the l-controllability condition in terms of commutative dia-
grams, we observe that the subgroup of R0  R0 whose elements are the pairs of
the type .. /; . // can be regarded as the branch group of a new parallel transi-
tion free code; therefore two epimorphisms R0 
0!R00 
0
 R0 are defined up to isomor-
phisms. This procedure can be iterated, so that, putting R D R.0/;R0 D R.1/;  D
.0/;  D .0/; 0 D .1/;  0 D .1/, we can recursively define (up to isomorphisms)
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a sequence of groups R.i/ and two sequences of epimorphisms .i/ and .i/ through
the commutative diagram:

(i+1)

(i+1)
    ! 
(i+2)

(i)
x
?
?

(i+1)
x
?
?

(i)

(i)
    ! 
(i+1)
(20)
We have the theorem:
Theorem 9. If the code is l-controllable, the group R.l/ is trivial.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5. 
The following theorem also holds:
Theorem 10. If a sequence of diagrams ends with e, then every epimorphism R0 !U
such that Ker  D Ker  is trivial.
Proof. We will prove the theorem by recurrence on the number l of the steps of the
sequence of diagrams. The theorem is obviously true for l D 1; we therefore suppose
that it is true for every diagram whose sequence ends at R.l−1/ and we will show that
it remains true for every diagram whose sequence ends at R.l/. By contradiction,
let R0 !U be a nontrivial epimorphism such that Ker  D Ker . We first show
that Ker 0  Ker : in fact, let  0 2 Ker 0; then 0. 0/ D e D  0.e/, so that there is
 2 R such that  0 D ./ and e D ./. We therefore conclude that  0 2 .Ker /.
Furthermore Ker   Ker  D Ker . We deduce that Ker 0  .Ker / D Ker .
Similarly, we can show that Ker  0  Ker . The above properties guarantee the
existence of two unique epimorphisms  and  such that 0 D  D  0.
We now show that Ker  D Ker  =D R00. Let  00 2 Ker  ; if  00 D 0. 0/,
.
0. 0// D e, so that  0 2 Ker . Let N 0 be an element of R0 such that  00 D . N 0/.
But 0. 0/ D  00 D  0. N 0/, so that we can represent the pair . 0; N 0/ as .. /; . //
for some  2 R. By virtue of the fact that  0 2 Ker , we conclude that  2 Ker  D
Ker . Therefore . 00/ D . 0. N 0// D . N 0/ D ./ D e.
We have thus shown that Ker   Ker  . Similarly it can be shown that Ker  
Ker  . Furthermore Ker  =D R00 because otherwise  would be trivial.
Let now be
OU D R
00
Ker 
D R
00
Ker 
and O the corresponding natural projection. Obviously, O is nontrivial.
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We now show that Ker O0 D Ker O 0.
We have Ker O0 D f 0 j 0. 0/ 2 Ker Og D f 0 j 0. 0/ 2 Ker g D f 0 j 0
. 0/ D eg D Ker . Similarly, Ker O 0 D Ker , so that Ker O0 D Ker O 0.
We have thus a nontrivial epimorphism R00 O! OU such that Ker O0 D Ker O 0. But
the sequence of diagrams associated with 0;  0 terminates in e after l − 1 steps, so
that we have a contradiction. 
In order to draw further consequences of observability, we start from the two
injections .1/ :D  and .1/ :D  from X.1/ :D X in X.0/ :D R of the commutative
diagram (12) and generate a sequence of commutative diagrams in the following
way.
The equation .1/.x/ D .1/. Nx/ defines a subgroup of X.1/ X.1/. The projec-
tions of this subgroup on the factors are injective because of the injectivity of .1/
and .1/; calling X.2/ this subgroup (or any isomorphic replica) we can define two
injections X.2/ .2/!X.1/ and X.2/ 
.2/
! X.1/ such that the following diagram is commu-
tative:
X
(1)

(1)
    ! X
(0)

(2)
x
?
?

(1)
x
?
?
X
(2)

(2)
    ! X
(1)
(21)
We can iterate the above construction, so that we obtain a sequence of diagrams of
the type
X
(i)

(i)
    ! X
(i 1)

(i+1)
x
?
?

(i)
x
?
?
X
(i+1)

(i+1)
    ! X
(i)
(22)
We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 11. If the code is m-observable and diagram (12) represents a minimal
trellis section, the group X.m/ obtained through the above construction is trivial.
Proof. Owing to Theorem 4 the trellis is m-observable because it is minimal and
C is m-observable. Therefore the projection T0;m/ is injective. It is easily seen that
the kernel of T0;1/ is X.1/; furthermore, owing to the concatenation property of a
path inside the trellis, and to the definition of X.2/, the kernel of T0;2/ is (isomor-
phic to) X.2/; generally the kernel of T0;i/ is (isomorphic to) X.i/. We conclude that
e D Ker T0;m/ D X.m/. 
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Theorem 12. If a sequence of diagrams (22) ends with e, then every injection
W
!X such that .W/ D .W/ is trivial.
Proof. Since X :D X.1/ is defined up to isomorphisms, we can identify X.1/ with its
image in R through , so that  becomes the inclusion map in R.
We also define the isomorphism X !.X/ as the restriction of the monomor-
phism  to its image.
It can be easily seen that the sequence of groups X.i/ appearing in diagrams (22)
can be identified with the sequence of groups obtained through the recurrence X.i/ D
−1.X.i−1/ \ .X.i−1///, provided that we choose inclusions for the injections .i/.
But, by virtue of the hypothesis, there is a natural m such that X.m/ D e so that
we have X.m−1/ \ .X.m−1// D e. Consequently, the only subgroup of X invariant
under the action of  is the trivial group e.
If W !X is such that .W/ D .W/ :D U , the subgroup U is invariant under
, so that it must be trivial and so necessarily is . 
The considerations developed in this section can be summarized in the following
theorem:
Theorem 13. The canonical trellis section R;G; T of a convolutional group code
without parallel transitions uniquely defines four homomorphisms ; ; ; which
enjoy the following properties:
(a)  and  are epimorphisms;
(b)  and  are monomorphisms whose images are normal subgroups of the target
R;
(c) diagram (12) is commutative;
(d) the targets of O and O (Eqs. (13) and (14)) are the same and there is a unique
epimorphism p such that the diagram:


//
^


@
@
@
@
@
@
@

0
p
~~
~
~
~
~
~
~


X

//

OO


OO
^
``@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
is commutative;
(e) every epimorphism R0 !U such that Ker  D Ker  is trivial;
(f) every monomorphism W !X such that .W/ D .W/ is trivial;
(g) defining N D f..x/; .x// j x 2 Xg, B D f.1; 2/ j .1/ D .2/g and iden-
tifying G with B=N , T is the set T D f.1; bN; 2/ j .1; 2/ D b 2 Bg.
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We will next show that, if the output group satisfies both chain conditions (e.g. if
it is finite), the above conditions are also sufficient.
To this end it is useful to prove the following theorems.
Theorem 14. If R !R0  R are two epimorphisms, if R satisfies the ascending chain
condition and every epimorphism R0 !U such that Ker  D Ker  is trivial, then
the sequence of diagrams obtained as in (20) ends with e.
Proof. First we observe that, referring to the notation introduced in (20), the kernels
of the epimorphisms .i/.i−1/   .0/ form an ascending chain that, owing to the
assumptions, becomes stationary after a finite number of steps.
Therefore there is an integer n such that .r/ is an isomorphism for r > n .
Similarly there is an integer n such that .r/ is an isomorphism for r > n .
Let us consider the epimorphism
 D .n/.n−1/   .1/: (23)
We will show that, if n is sufficiently high, Ker .0/ D Ker .0/. In fact the ele-
ments of Ker .0/ are defined by the equation
.n/.n−1/   .1/.0/. / D e: (24)
Owing to the commutativity of the diagrams, this condition can be written as
.n/.n−1/.n−2/   .1/.0/. / D e: (25)
If n is sufficiently high, .n/ and .n/ are isomorphisms, so that Eq. (25) is equivalent
to
.n−1/.n−2/   .1/.0/. / D e (26)
and also to
.n/.n−1/.n−2/   .1/.0/. / D e: (27)
Because the latter is the equation characterizing Ker .0/, we conclude that Ker
.0/ D Ker .0/. Therefore  must be trivial, so that R.nC1/ D e. 
Theorem 15. If R  X !R are two monomorphisms, if R satisfies the descending
chain condition and every monomorphism W !X such that .W/ D .W/ is triv-
ial, then the sequence of diagrams obtained as in (22) ends with e.
Proof. Without loss of generality it is possible to identify X :D X.1/ with a subgroup
of R and consequently  with the corresponding inclusion map. Defining  as in the
proof of Theorem 12, the sequence of groups X.i/ can be identified with the sequence
of groups obtained through the recurrence:
X.i/ D −1.X.i−1/ \ .X.i−1///; (28)
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so that these groups are a chain of subgroups of R. By virtue of the hypothesis on
R an integer m exists such that X.i/ D X.m/ 8i > m. Using (28) we get .X.m// D
.X.m// \X.m// so that .X.m// D X.m/. Remembering the definition of  and in-
troducing  as the inclusion map of X.m/ in X we conclude that .X.m// D .X.m//.
Therefore X.m/ D e. 
Conversely we will now show the following theorem:
Theorem 16. If four homomorphisms ; ; ; are given such that the conditions
(a)–(f) of Theorem 13 are satisfied and R fulfills both chain conditions, defining
N D f..x/; .x// j x 2 Xg, B D f.1; 2/ j .1/ D .2/g, N is normal in B and
the set T D f.1; bN; 2/ j .1; 2/ D b 2 Bg is the canonical trellis section of a
strongly observable and controllable shift invariant group code parallel transition
free, whose output alphabet is G D B=N .
Proof. We first show that N is normal in B. Let n D ..x/; .x// belong to N ,
and let b D .1; 2/ with .1/ D .2/ be an element of B. We must prove that
b−1nb D .−11 .x/1; −12 .x/2/ 2 N . Owing to the normality of .X/ in R, there
is a unique Nx 2 X such that −11 .x/1 D . Nx/. Remembering definition (13) of O,
we deduce that Nx D O.1/.x/. But, owing to the commutativity of the diagram in
Theorem 13, O.1/ D p.1/ D p.2/ D O.2/. Hence Nx D O.2/.x/ and . Nx/ D
.−1.−12 .x/2// D −12 .x/2. We conclude that b−1nb D .. Nx/; . Nx// 2 N .
We can now define the quotient group G D B=N and T D f.1; bN; 2/ j
.1; 2/ D b 2 Bg as a subgroup of RG R. We can regard T as a trellis sec-
tion of a shift invariant trellis  and introduce the shift invariant code C of all the
sequences obtained projecting over the outputs the paths in  .
C is trim over the alphabet G. In fact every element of G is of the type g D
.1; 2/N with 1; 2 2 B; there is obviously at least a path which passes through
1 at i D 0 and through 2 at i D 1; the corresponding code sequence takes the value
g at i D 0.
We now show that the trellis is strongly observable. Owing to Definition 1 we
must prove that there is a natural number m such that T0;m/ is injective.
The kernel of T0;m/ consists of paths whose branch sequences are of the form
..x0/; .x0//; ..x1/; .x1//; : : : ; ..xm−1/; .xm−1//; (29)
where x0; x1; x2; : : : ; xm−1 2 X; the path condition must be satisfied:
.x0/ D .x1/; .x1/ D .x2/; : : : ; .xm−2/ D .xm−1/: (30)
Condition (f) by virtue of Theorem 15 assures that the sequence of diagrams as in
(22) ends with e in m steps, so that the unique solution of (30) is x0 D x1 D x2 D
   D xm−1 D e.
Owing to Theorem 3 we deduce that  is minimal, so that T is isomorphic to the
canonical trellis section of the code C. Furthermore  is an exact minimal realization
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of C, so that by virtue of Theorem 4 the code is m-observable. Owing to the same
theorem, in order to prove the strong controllability of C, it is sufficient to prove the
strong controllability of  . Because the hypotheses of Theorem 14 are satisfied, the
sequence of diagrams obtained as in (20) ends with e.
A sequence r.0/ of states from R corresponds to a path in the trellis iff
.k/.
.k/
i / D .k/. .k/iC1/ :D  .kC1/i 2 R.kC1/; 0 6 k 6 l − 1; i 2 Z: (31)
A necessary and sufficient condition for the l-controllability of the trellis is obvi-
ously that any path can be matched with the trivial path up to l consecutive branches.
Given any path in the trellis conditions (31) determine for every k a sequence
of states in R.k/. Let us consider the sequence in R.l−1/. Because R.l/ D e every
sequence is allowable and so also the following:
N .l−1/i D e; i 6 l − 1; N .l−1/i D  .l−1/i ; i > l:
It is now possible to choose an allowable sequence in R.l−2/
N .l−2/i D e i 6 l − 2; N .l−2/i D  .l−2/i ; i > l
and so on.
Specifically there is an allowable sequence such that
N .0/i D e; i 6 0; N .0/i D i; i > l:
Therefore it is possible to match the initial path with the trivial one up to
l branches. 
4. Conclusions
The analysis developed in the previous section has allowed the description of the
canonical trellis section of a shift invariant l-controllable and m-observable group
code in terms of a set of groups and homomorphisms between them.
Specifically the groups involved are the canonical state group R, the state group of
the state code R0, the null output group X and a suitable group X of automorphisms
of X.
These groups are linked by a commutative diagram of homomorphisms, and the
necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the diagram really describes the
canonical trellis section of a group code have been derived under the assumption that
the code alphabet satisfies the ascending and descending chain conditions.
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